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disclaimer.
The author of this book is not a doctor or a dietician. The information provided is based on our
personal experience, our own studies of nutrition and our experience as a Cert 4 qualified Personal
Trainers of a combined 20+ years. Any recommendations we may make about nutrition,
supplements or lifestyle, or information provided to you in person or in this book should be
discussed between you and your doctor because nutritional changes involve risks.The information
you receive in our emails, programs, services and products do not take the place of professional
medical advice.
This book is for Educational and Informational Purposes Only. While we draw on our prior
professional expertise and background in many areas, you acknowledge that we are supporting you
in our roles exclusively as qualified Personal Trainers only.
We aim to accurately represent the information provided in our e-mails, programs, services, and
products. You are acknowledging that you are participating voluntarily in using any of our e-mails,
programs, services, and/or products, and you alone are solely and personally responsible for your
results. You acknowledge that you take full responsibility for your health, life and well-being, and all
decisions now or in the future.
Before starting any new diet and exercise program please check with your doctor and clear any
exercise and/or diet changes with them before beginning. We are NOT doctors, nutritionists or
registered dietitians. We do not claim to help cure any condition or disease. We do not provide
medical aid or nutrition advise for the purpose of health or disease nor do we claim to be doctors or
dietitians. Any product recommendation is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any
disease.
We expressly disclaim responsibility to any person or entity for any liability, loss, or damage caused
or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly as a result of the use, application or interpretation of
any material provided to you as the client.

KEEP IT SIMPLE _______.
Welcome to The UVSL U-Project Nutrition Bible.
Guess what? This is it. The only info on nutrition you'll ever need. We have
cut through all the bullsh*t and confusing messages and made this a clear
cut, to-the-point book. The UVSL U-Project Nutrition Bible was created to
bring you the simplest of nutrition info that will empower you to have
confidence in your nutritional choices to get the precise results you want.
Across the following pages, we'll be handing you the keys to the nutritional
vault. The one the diet industry has kept you locked out of (and you'll
discover why)...

Let's go.

The reason why most
people dont get the
results they want.
period.

diets.

diets. why they don't work.
Diets. The weird thing about them is that they had to be invented. It's such
an un-natural action, someone (William Banting) pulled it out of thin air in
1863 and we've been dieting ever since. Not only that, the diet industry has
now evolved into a multi-billion dollar industry, that preys on your
insecurities, your weaknesses and your greatest desires.

why are they the problem?
Okay, so here's the thing. Diet's DO work. Pretty much all diets work (as
crazy as some of them are) when done correctly and committed to over a
sustained period of time. But the problem is what a diet does to your mind.
You're doing a "thing". You're on a "program". You're following a "method".
You are: ON. A. DIET.
And that's the problem. You're doing something that is not your normal. And
as a result of that, you subconiscously function based off the mental model
that "this isn't me, this isn't my life... this is just a means to an end. A means
to get what I want."
And then what?
Depending on the diet, you restrict, you drastically change your way of life,
eliminate things you love. Alarm bells - UNSUSTAINABLE. You cannot live
like this long term. So, please, take this tip with you for the rest of your life
when it comes to nutrition:

If you can't see yourself doing it in 1 year, DON'T START.

F*ck the diet industry.
So how why the f*ck doesn't everyone know the facts it takes to maintain a
healthy lean body all year round..?
Firstly, it's not your fault.
Diet's are typically sold ($$$). To generalise, a diet is delivered via a
business, and fundamentally a business exists to make profit. Therefore
you are fed thousands of conflicting marketing messages from diet
companies promoting their methods and products, so you can exchange
your hard earned money with them (instead of the 'other' diet). They fool
you into believing that their solution is going to be the answer to everything
you ever dreamed of.

you are kept in the dark.
It's in the best interest of the businesses playing in the diet world to keep
you uninformed. By keeping you in the dark about the simple facts around
nutrition, you'll keep coming back to the methods they create, with a belief
that "this is it". This time with this diet I'm going to reach my goal, get the
body I want. You visualise it. You have hope that this will be "the one".
But, more often than not, throughout our (UVSL Founders: Ellie &
Dwayne's) 20+ years of combined experience we've practically never
worked with a client who followed a restrictive popular diet and turn it into a
way of life, and sustain the change they made...

If you had the basic knowledge that is simple to grasp and
available anywhere online, you would have the results
you want, keep them forever, and there would be no diet
industry. Boom.

the only info
you'll ever need.

calorie deficit.
When it comes to fat loss, without complicating things, the above two words
are basically all you need to know. Period.
All food and drink (except plain water) contains energy properties, made up
of macronutrients. Each one of these macronutrients has a set number of
calories per gram:
Protein: 4 cals per 1 gram
Carbohydrate: 4 cals per 1 gram
Fat: 9 cals per 1 gram
And lastly, alcohol in it's own little corner provides you energy too, at 8 cals
per 1 gram.
Now you know that food is made of these macronutrients and each one of
them have a different amount of energy.... know this:

TO LOSE FAT YOU SIMPLY CONSUME LESS TOTAL
ENERGY THAN THE ENERGY YOU EXPEND.
THAT'S IT.
No magic diet required. No cutting out carbs, cutting out fat, time restricted
eating, raw foods only, juice diets, high protein, etc etc.
Just consume less energy than you burn

why all diets do work.
Let's go back to the point made earlier about the fact that all diets do work
(when done correctly). And just to hammer that point home, here's a
graphic:

south beach diet
5:2 diet

gluten free diet

dukan diet

atkins diet

calorie deficit.
clean eating
weight watchers
intermittent fasting
paleo diet
ketogenic diet

So why can all diets work..?

BECAUSE THEY ALL PUT YOU IN A CALORIE DEFICIT.
They're all working the same way!
Here's some breakdowns to help you further understand:
Ketogenic Diet: eliminate carbohydrate = one whole macronutrient
removed = reduced calories.
5:2 Diet: restricted time eating = much smaller window to get your food in =
reduced calories.
Gluten Free Diet: eliminate gluten based foods = primarily eliminating carbs
that contain gluten = reduced calories.
Weight Watchers: stick to a maximum point allocation based on all foods
being classified into points = smaller portions and overall less food =
reduced calories.
And on and on...
But, you can still F it up. I'm sure we've all heard someone say "oh i tried the
Paleo diet, it didn't work for me". OR "I did Keto and it it didn't work for me".
That might just be because they may have cut out carbs, but they then
proceeded to drink butter and wrap lettuce in bacon. The point we're
making is: Keto, Paleo and the rest can all work, but the Laws of
thermodynamics are still at play: you have to consume less energy than you
burn, so the volume / quantity of the food you eat on these popular diets is
still critical to your success - this is where people go wrong.

the most common ways
people F*ck up.
The Weekend Blower Outer-er.
This person might be on point during the week, maybe so precise that
everything is measured and they're tracking everything to exactly what they
need to achieve the fat loss goals they're after. But then the weekend
comes along. The following graphic can explain the rest:

They needed to hit around 2200cals per day to maintain and be under
2200cals per day to lose. As you can see, they were right on track MonThur. Then the weekend hit and their indulging went too far and it blew out
their daily average to be above their maintenance. If they keep this up long
term they'll see a gradual fat gain, or they'll simply be spinning their wheels
and never getting closer to their goals.
Indulge, life's not worth living without sampling the delicious tastes that are
available to us. But you gotta be smart, be aware, and go into an indulgent
meal or weekend with a basic understanding of where this will place you on
the calorie deficit, maintenance, surplus scale.

The Mindless Grazer-er.
A little bit here a little bit there. It all adds up. Snacking to cure boredom,
finishing your kids' leftovers, whatever. Hello daily caloric surplus (or at
least maintenance)... bye bye fat loss results.

The Clean Eating Didn't Realise I Was Eating a Bazillion
Calories Person.
When you picture clean eating, you picture petal covered smoothie bowls
and perfectly rolled bliss balls, packed full on nut butters and dates. Yes,
they're completely void of anything processed, and they're so nutrient rich
they definitely should be a part of any fat loss plan, right? Sorry, calories
are calories and we can confidently say, majority of the ingredients in these
clean healthy foods are extremely energy dense. A tiny little bliss ball will
definitely taste delicious, but also be 200-300 cals.
We know, if you fall into this category, you're trying to do the right thing. But
the energy (calories) in some foods that are really good for us from a
micronutrient point of view may be super high in calories; and before you
know it, you've exceeded your daily threshold and you're no longer in a
deficit.
This can also apply to being liberal and blasé with things like olive oil on
salad dressings, and different oils / fats that you cook with. Remember,
we're talking about fat here - thats 9 cal per 1 gram. You throw a dash of
olive oil on your salad, maybe 15 grams: and boom, there's an extra 135 cals
to your day. Bah...

reframing nutrition.
So now you know the problem with diets in how they can mess with your
goals. And how much they mess with your head.
Above all else, the food we eat nourishes our bodies. Eating well is a matter
of self respect as much as it is about health. It fuels your body with what it
needs to live life happily, comfortabily and healthily - so you can get the
most out of it.
And with health and nourishment front of mind, yes, the quanities of what
we eat can be played with to ensure we reach our goals at the same time as
fueling well. But food is not the enemy, the diet industry is mostly to blame,
because they're primarily the ones who have made you believe that.
You don't count your food, you eat it. But at the same time... you have goals,
and the only sure-fire way to hit those goals is to know the science behind
nutrition.
The UVSL way of doing things is about recognising both facts, while
keeping your body and mindset healthy. That's why we encourage you to
use these 28 days purely as a learning opportunity. Count your calories for
these 4 weeks, learn about what foods are made of in terms of calories and
macros (this can be an eye-opening experience), learn about your custom
requirements while discovering new healty recipes, then use this
knowledge to empower you once the U-Project conludes. You'll learn
portion sizes and how to stay working towards your goals while not missing
out on life or the foods you love (because what even is life without cheese
and a glass of red).
So how do you know how many cals are the right amount for you and your
goals. We've made it easy with this simple formula:

THE FORMULA.
There are so many formulas out there to calculate your caloric needs, some
that factor in estimates of your Total Daily Energy Expenditure and some
that require a precise calculation of your Basal Metabolic Rate.
We want this to be simple, so, we've utilised something more basic that cuts
the confusion... and we know it works:

[bodyweight in kg x 2.2] x 15 = calorie maintenance
[bodyweight in kg x 2.2] x 12 = calorie deficit (weight/fat loss)
[bodyweight in kg x 2.2] x 18 = calorie surplus (weight gain)
That's it.
Now all you need to do is begin your journey of learning about what foods
you like to eat and their content. Our recommendation is calorieking.com.au
you can simply use their website or download their app using this QR Code:

Additionally, our recipe books will provide you 190 recipes to choose from,
we've done all the work for you and broken every single recipe down into
their calorie and macro content. And if you choose to track your cals, we
suggest using the MyFitnessPal app, as we've barcoded every one of our
meals into the app. All you have to do is scan the barcode and you'll be able
to add it to your daily meals and remove the guesswork in the process.
Download the MyFitnessPal app here:

